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I
INTRODUCTION

According to one popular minimalist account, contemporary international criminal justice features strictly forensic goals: investigating crimes, prosecuting the accused, and guaranteeing a fair trial. However, the limited number of international criminal prosecutions makes it difficult to believe that repression could be the only goal of contemporary international criminal justice. There must be something beyond repression for its own sake; repression must be a means to an end. A variety of justifications are thus deployed. The language of deterrence, for example, offers a reassuringly utilitarian and instrumental rationale for criminal justice, one that deals in the harsh delivery of disincentives. Other justifications for contemporary international criminal justice include contributing to international peace and security, facilitating transition, establishing a historical record, and providing victims with relief.

Yet behind this techno-legal façade lies a more potent and problematic conception of the actual goal of international criminal tribunals: to assign stigma to certain types of behavior. Given that the repressive rationale for contemporary international criminal justice is undermined by the scarcity of cases prosecuted by the International Criminal Court (ICC) and the somewhat symbolic dimension of its work, studying the stigma rationale may lead to a more realistic and ambitious account of the activity of the ICC, one that brings together sociological, criminological, and international relations (IR) approaches. Studying the stigma rationale will also help refocus attention from the accused or victims onto the society from which international criminal justice emanates and that, in turn, it helps shape.

Stigma is a form of social opprobrium that is its own end and can thus be distinguished analytically from actual punishment (imprisonment, for example). In fact, although I will argue that stigma is inherently linked to the criminal process, it is not only or even necessarily a result of punishment. Nor is stigma the same as shaming. Stigma attaches to its target regardless of that target’s reaction to it: one can be stigmatized by society, even though one is not personally shamed. Stigma is not incompatible with other goals (such as retribution or deterrence), but it remains separate from them as a sociological consequence of the operation of a criminal system.
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The conception of stigma suggested here is also not the same as the legal category acknowledged explicitly in some legal cultures as a component of guilt or sentencing.\(^1\) I will not examine, for example, the fairness of stigma as a function of a culture of rights as such, although I will consider this function in passing as a way of assessing, among other topics, the role of judges in the allocation of stigma. Nor will I consider the role that stigma might occupy in popular theories of punishment in criminal law. I will not investigate the individual and psychological dimensions of stigma and the role they may have in either deterrence or rehabilitation.

Rather, I will focus on the more general sociolegal role of stigma: delineating socially acceptable and inacceptable behavior, forming a society’s deep sense of self, and constituting a society through the designation of its “other.” In order to do so, I begin by describing the theoretical inspiration for this article. In part I, I identify that inspiration as the classical criminology inaugurated by French sociologist Emile Durkheim and its insistence on the role of stigma in constituting society.\(^2\) However, in line with this symposium issue, I emphasize the insufficiency of Durkheim’s structural and holistic focus, and the need to understand stigma not just as a reflexive product of society, but as the result of a series of institutional “practices”\(^3\) of stigmatization by various international criminal justice actors. In part II, I analyze some of these “practices” of stigmatization by identifying their actors, methods, and status, in an effort to highlight their specific rationality. In part III, I focus on the way in which targets of stigmatization also have agency and may react to that stigma in ways that complicate the overall picture. I conclude in part IV with some further thoughts on where a stigma-focused theory of international criminal justice might lead us.

II
STIGMA: FROM “CONSCIENCE COLLECTIVE” TO MICROPRactices

A. Durkheim and the Constitutive Function of Stigma

This article is founded on some well-known insights into the sociology of deviance, particularly as conceived by the founding father of sociology, Emile Durkheim. The relevance of Durkheim for our understanding of processes of international criminal and transitional justice was first highlighted by Mark
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Osiel. Instead of asking what criminal justice does to the accused, Durkheim uses the sociology of deviance to examine how criminal justice affects society. Durkheim’s central idea was that the criminal process is, fundamentally, a manifestation of the “collective conscience.” What shocks us about the commission of crimes is not that they are crimes, but that their commission contradicts our deeply held beliefs. This contradiction must be met by strong disapproval.

The heart of the criminal process, therefore, lies neither in the deterrent effect of punishment nor in criminal procedure. Rather punishment, as “the soul of penality,” consists in a “passionate reaction of graduated intensity” through which society condemns what it cannot tolerate or in a sense exhausts itself as a society.

In this context, punishment does play a useful role. Only this role is not where we ordinarily look for it. It does not serve, or else only serves quite secondarily, in correcting the culpable or in intimidating possible followers. From this point of view, its efficacy is justly doubtful and, in any case, mediocre. Its true function is to maintain social cohesion intact, while maintaining all its vitality in the common conscience. Denied so categorically, it would necessarily lose its energy, if an emotional reaction of the community did not come to compensate its loss, and it would result in a breakdown of social solidarity. It is necessary, then, that it be affirmed forcibly at the very moment when it is contradicted, and the only means of affirming it is to express the unanimous aversion which the crime continues to inspire, by an authentic act which can consist only in suffering inflicted upon the agent. Thus, while being the necessary product of the causes which engender it, this suffering is not a gratuitous cruelty. It is the sign which witnesses that collective sentiments are always collective, that the communion of spirits in the same faith rests on a solid foundation, and accordingly, that it is repairing the evil which the crime inflicted upon society.

The specificity of modern criminal-justice systems is that this collective reaction is exercised “through the medium of a body acting upon those of its members who have violated certain rules of conduct.” In other words, tribunals are the tools of society’s condemnation, through which society experiments its unity.
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8. DURKHEIM, THE DIVISION OF LABOR IN SOCIETY, supra note 2, at 90.
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10. DURKHEIM, THE DIVISION OF LABOR IN SOCIETY, supra note 2, at 108.
11. Id.
Society, Durkheim conceptualizes the relationship between the “collective conscience” and actual institutions of justice. He thus prefigures the sort of enterprise that not only produces the ICC, but also is produced by it:

[W]herever a directive power is established, its primary and principal function is to create respect for the beliefs, traditions, and collective practices; that is, to defend the common conscience against all enemies within and without. It thus becomes its symbol, its living expression in the eyes of all. Thus, the life which is in the collective conscience is communicated to the directive organ as the affinities of ideas are communicated to the words which represent them, and that is how it assumes a character which puts it above all others. It is no longer a more or less important social function; it is the collective type incarnate. It participates in the authority which the latter exercises over consciences, and it is from there that it draws its force. This fundamentally shapes the dialectical relation of the criminal law to society in a novel way: The criminal law does not exist because society (pre)exists; rather society exists because criminal law exists. Therefore, a society without criminal law is one that is not really a society, because it does not have an “other.”

The Durkheimian equation is a radical one for lawyers, because it draws attention away from what practitioners and law-oriented scholars of criminal justice are typically interested in, namely, the extent to which society produces criminal law and not the other way around. The Durkheimian attention to stigma reveals that—contrary to a widespread view—it is not just crime that derives from the existence of society but also society that derives from the existence of crime. In other words, stigma is both an expression of the inherent moral blameworthiness assigned to the perpetrators of certain heinous acts and a way of constituting the society that assigns this blameworthiness. “We can thus say without paradox”—according to Durkheim—“that punishment is above all designed to act upon upright people, for, because it serves to heal the wounds made upon collective sentiments, it can fill this role only where these sentiments exist, and commensurately with their vivacity.”

In other words, punishment has less to do with the fate of the accused or the protection of society (in the sense that social-defense theorists typically understand it) than with society’s pure expressivist urge to manifest itself to itself. This proposition underscores the need to think fundamentally backwards about the relationship of society to stigma, or at least about the mutually constitutive relationship between both. It also highlights, again in tension with traditional lawyerly concerns with the concrete operation of the criminal system or its broader goals, the deep moral and emotional function of criminal justice.

13. Id. at 84.
14. Id. at 84.
15. For examples of this view, see WOLFGANG FRIEDMANN, LAW IN A CHANGING SOCIETY (1959); PHILLIPPE NONET & PHILIP SELZNICK, LAW AND SOCIETY IN TRANSITION: TOWARD RESPONSIVE LAW (2001).
B. The Challenge of the International

If for Durkheim the criminal law and stigma answers the question, what holds societies together? then one must wonder whether international criminal law and stigma are at least part of what keeps international society together, or perhaps even brings it together in the first place. One potential obstacle to transposing Durkheimian theory on the international realm is the radically different nature of that realm. There is a world of difference between what Durkheim sought to understand—the transition of France in particular from a rural to an industrial country in the late nineteenth century—and the transformations of the international stage. Can one really place international criminal justice within the broader sociology of deviance?

Although it is clear that Durkheim was not interested in international criminal justice or, for that matter, international relations, it is also clear that he meant his study of the fundamental character of crime in society as one that could be applied to all societies. Indeed, *The Division of Labor in Society* is replete with references to other eras and societies, which tend to prove rather than contradict Durkheim’s fundamental intuition. Yet there is also undeniably a specificity to international society, as a society of states that is only imperfectly a society in the strict sense, and whose existence cannot be as easily presumed as it is in state-focused classical sociology. For what are the common values that bind international society as surely as domestic societies are bound, and can they make up for international society’s relative anomie and lack of interdependence? Internationally, criminal justice cannot be seen as merely an effort to restore the moral force of the “collective conscience”; it is better seen as both a consequence and a cause of its existence, part of a process that makes society and criminal justice coconstitutive to the point where it is almost impossible to understand which came first. In effect, the relation between international society and criminal justice is dialectical: International society exists only inasmuch as it can react sufficiently strongly, through criminal justice, to what challenges it at its core; and the more it does so, the more it can be said to actually betray that it really exists. Thus, Durkheimian analysis is probably, in its broad intuition, compatible with the international project of criminalization, one that purposefully seeks to manifest a society’s very conditions of its existence.

Indeed, compared to the endless chicken-and-egg debate about which comes first—society or the criminal law—and in particular the old but biting realist critique that an international criminal law without an existing society is an
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impossible abstraction,” Durkheimian thought informs the debate in a much subtler fashion. International criminal law is in a sense the manifestation of an international society’s will to exist and is constitutive of what some traditionally thought it could merely be declarative of. It seeks to affirm fundamental values of an international society in the making through international trials that embody an evolving international “collective conscience.”

In that respect, it is worth noting that international criminal law has long had a role in “constituting” international society. International crimes are neither just international, nor are they simply grave; they are arguably crimes that target the essence of what makes, at any given moment, the fabric of humanity. For example, the “enemy of mankind” notion derives from a long genealogy of such designations that goes at least as far back as the notion of “pirate.” The very origin of international criminal law lied in its designation of pirates as *hostes humanis generis*. That designation of piracy as not just a violation of international law, but a shameful one at that, had a key role in establishing and consecrating, by way of contrast with the crime, the existence of a peaceful society ordered around the needs of commerce and freedom of the seas. It highlighted the particular position of pirates as deviants motivated by greed, knowing of no national allegiance and in a sense challenging states’ monopoly on the use of legitimate force. Later on, the designation of the slaver as a pirate would reinforce the international community’s emerging humanitarian sensitivity, at least as it expressed itself in fighting the slave trade.

C. The Move to Practice Theory

For all its significant merit, the Durkheimian sociology of crime is predominantly functionalist and holistic. Durkheim is often credited for the insight that a society is more than the sum of its parts, that it speaks as a whole, as it were. The “conscience collective” has a transcendent feel to it, the origin of which is unclear. There is a sense in which the “collective conscience” is a sort of all-powerful, immanent force protecting society on its own, as evident in the following passage:


27. Durkheim, *The Division of Labor in Society*, *supra* note 2, at 86.
Once constituted . . . [the directive power,) without freeing itself from the source whence it flows and whence it continues to draw its sustenance . . . nevertheless becomes an autonomous factor in social life, capable of spontaneously producing its own movements without external impulsion, precisely because of the supremacy which it has acquired. Since, moreover, it is only a derivation from the force which is immanent in the collective conscience, it necessarily has the same properties and reacts in the same manner, although the latter does not react completely in unison. It repulses every antagonistic force as would the diffuse soul of society, although the latter does not feel this antagonism, or rather, does not feel it so directly.

As a result, Durkheim’s focus on stigma as a factor in society’s coagulation left very little space for the study of the production of stigma by actual actors and institutions. Durkheim, in fact, seemed to reduce the many actors of the criminal-justice system to mere mouthpieces for the “conscience collective” in ways that minimized their agency. This led him to be particularly evasive on the question of the power that lies behind and constitutes the criminal-justice system, often treating it as one that has a sort of abstract will of its own, with the “collective conscience” as the linchpin of a quasi-religious system.

Conversely, an emphasis on the practices of the ICC can supplement the Durkheimian analysis by highlighting stigma not only as a transcendent phenomenon, but as an object produced by a multiplicity of actors in the international criminal-justice system (whether deliberately or unconsciously). Theories of practice have the merit of highlighting how the production of fields is always the result of certain embodied practices, typically based on shared understandings about what it means to be involved in those fields. Although something bigger than the actors expresses itself and is reinforced by processes of stigmatization—stigma does operate at a macrosocial level—this does not mean that stigma is merely a mechanical by-product of criminal justice, or that its actors have no role in mediating its production. On the contrary, agents of the international criminal-justice system interact dialectically with the sort of structural demands implicit in Durkheimian theory, in both producing and containing stigma. In fact, what is needed in the ICC context is a concept of agency that extends beyond the strict institutional actors in international criminal justice (judges and prosecutors) to include victims, states, civil society, and even the accused themselves. Moreover, stigma must be conceptualized as something that is also a by-product of a set of routinized practices and implicit know-how. Practice theory, with its emphasis on what competent practitioners do, on action rather than representation, provides some of the crucial missing elements beyond grand and structural narratives about international criminal justice.
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One key point is worth further exploring here. Practice theory in general might seem an awkward paradigm for the law. After all, the law has its own theory of its practice, one rooted in explicit understandings of what it means to do law that foreground “interpreting,” “applying,” or “enforcing” it. The framing of a moral charge against particular individuals hardly features among these ways of understanding the law’s operation. Invocation of practice theories might even be suspicious because it does not necessarily correspond to what lawyers recognize as their own. In this respect, one evident question is, To what extent do the participants in international criminal-justice system consider themselves stigma entrepreneurs, or at least as willy-nilly involved in processes of stigmatization? Is the prosecutor of the ICC the more-or-less-unwitting heir to Durkheim’s ghost? Or, to adapt a famous quote from Keynes, to what extent are “[p]ractical men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt from any intellectual influences . . . usually the slaves of some defunct [sociologist]?”

Stigmatization is probably not a “practice” that most ICC lawyers spontaneously think of themselves as being engaged in. “Professionally scrupulous lawyers” engage in prosecutorial, adjudicatory, procedural, and substantive practices, and do not see themselves as social and historical demigods promoting grand constitutive narratives. Stigmatization might appear at best as a rather distant sociological characterization, a typically “external” rather than “internal” portrayal, missing the importance for lawyers’ identity of the idea of simply adhering to the law. In fact, there may be a very real distaste for the idea that international criminal justice is about stigmatization, a function that is associated with primitive retributory variants of the criminal process. Moreover, how can stigmatization be a “practice” (at least in the sense of practice theories), if it is not codified and self-consciously performed?

On the other hand, nothing in the theory of practices suggests that they must be absolutely (or indeed at all) deliberate and consciously performed. In fact, quite the contrary seems to be the case. The notion of “habitus” in practice theory has been described as the “embodied stock of unspoken know-how, learned in and through practice” that is “tacit and inarticulate.” The focus on practices of stigmatization might be revealing precisely in the sense that it allows us to conceptualize what international criminal lawyers really do, what their social function is beyond the law’s own rhetoric about itself, and, as it were, its ideological self-presentation. If practice theory is confined to deliberate, consciously performed practices, then it becomes virtually indistinguishable from the study of the legal rules that are supposed to guide the action of participants in the legal process (and thus also becomes redundant and
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unhelpful). Much of practice theory, conversely, has recognized how practices operate at the level of the tacit know-how,35 or perhaps as a “know-about” in the sense of knowing what the enterprise is really about rather than just how to manage it. The focus on practices of stigmatization may highlight what Nicolini has described as a “horizon of intelligible action”36 for practitioners of international criminal justice, one that is a powerful rationalization of what international criminal lawyers do, and sustains a strong feeling of community, identity, and professional meaningfulness.

Moreover, there is certainly a sense that many observers of international criminal justice see it as producing stigma in ways that result from strategic and tactical practices.37 Although international criminal practitioners might not formulate it quite like this, an ongoing participation in practices of stigmatization probably comes close to what at least an elite segment of the profession (the prosecutor of the ICC, for example) thinks of itself, perhaps in its less guarded moments, as doing. Certainly, given the degree of stigma effectively produced by an institution such as the ICC, it would be striking if its practitioners turned out to be unaware of this dimension of their work and, indeed, had not reflectively developed a sophisticated craft of stigma manipulation. In the following parts, my hypothesis will therefore be that stigma serves as a broad, implicit orientation of the practices of actors in the criminal-justice system, one that in fact makes better sense of what the ICC is involved in. Stigmatization practices, then, describe the totality of practices engaged in by various actors of international criminal justice that aim to produce, channel, or deflect stigma. Further, I will argue that the accumulation of these practices, both deliberate and unarticulated or subconscious, effectively helps the ICC become the powerful vehicle for stigmatization and international social regeneration that it is and thus provides a horizon within which the meaning of the court in international relations and law can be better understood.

II
SITUATING STIGMA

The power to allocate stigma is a considerable one. Practices of international criminal justice suggest a world in which significant capital is gained by being able (and being seen as able) to target stigma. The question,
then, is how stigma is allotted, considering the huge stakes not only for the constitution of international society but also for the exercise of power in the international sphere. It is here that attention to particular practices can help us to “situate” stigmatization as a particular form of practice. Specifically, the allocation of stigma must be understood as a professionally specific, both shared and contested understanding of who can legitimately allocate stigma (addressed in part II.A), when (part II.B), and by what methods (part II.C).

A. Actors

Stigma is, as already hinted, not the univocal manifestation of a transcendent collective conscience but the result of a set of practices engaged in by a great many actors involved in international criminal justice. These actors are often part of an intense ongoing competition for the legitimate allocation of stigma. The prosecutor of the ICC (or, beyond her, of most other international criminal tribunals) is of course the demiurge of stigma, in that a prosecutor alone can be cause for shunning and shaming. More importantly, the prosecutor has the upper hand in launching the process of designating what is most worth stigmatizing, and therefore has a considerable power in the global economy of shame. It is she who will typically be criticized if certain states, groups, crimes, or victims are insufficiently represented in charges. The international criminal prosecutor is also a notable public and media figure, much more so than would typically be the case domestically, whose practices of confiding and granting interviews and issuing declarations considerably help him in channeling stigma strategically.

It is the judges, however, who ultimately decide whether stigma will be confirmed through judgment. Moreover, one could argue that judges have a central role in guaranteeing the fairness of the attribution of stigma, for example by overseeing the fairness of the trial and ensuring that individuals are not convicted of offenses that do not adequately represent their level of responsibility. Moreover, judges may act as guardians of the relative exceptionality of stigma by ensuring that the ICC’s resources are used only to prosecute the worst crimes.

Beyond these strictly judicial actors in the allocation of stigma, there are a range of interveners competing to exercise influence on the court and trying to direct its stigma at certain targets. These include the UN Security Council, which can refer certain situations to the court; states, which can refer their own situations; and civil-society actors and victims, who can encourage the court to
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focus on certain individuals and certain crimes. For each of these interveners, stigma is part of different strategies linked to different agendas which may complement or contradict each other.

For the Security Council, stigma of individuals, groups, or states via an ICC referral may be a way of judicially validating attempts to isolate certain regimes. A referral may even serve to prepare the political terrain for stronger measures, including the use of legitimized international violence. Those stigmatized are already outliers. A Security Council referral stigmatizes them both as threats to international peace and security and as potential criminals; that is, as threats to international order, law, and justice. It also stigmatizes particular types of behavior that have increasingly come to be seen as adverse to international peace and security. This was quite evident in the case of Libya where the Security Council did not mince its words in “[d]eploring the gross and systematic violation of human rights, including the repression of peaceful demonstrators, expressing deep concern at the deaths of civilians, and rejecting unequivocally the incitement to hostility and violence against the civilian population made from the highest level of the Libyan government.”

In exchange for referring situations to the court, the Security Council may hope that the ICC will judicially validate the stigma already arising from the “situation” referral by investigating, and then by prosecuting or convicting, particular individuals.

States, for their part, lie at the center of stigmatization strategies, particularly through the medium of self-referrals, which have been described as “just a way for governments to use the ICC to further stigmatize their enemies.” This is particularly evident in the way self-referrals seek to direct the prosecutor’s attention towards certain crimes: those crimes that are committed more frequently by nonstate actors than by other states. For example, Uganda referred its own situation to the ICC not to delegitimize a state, but rather to delegitimize the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) by exposing the LRA to the ongoing stigma of crimes against humanity. More generally, the tendency to prosecute nonstate actors can be seen as part of broader efforts by states to stigmatize nonstate violence of any kind, while validating their monopoly on the legitimate use of force. It is telling in this respect that the ICC is sometimes at risk of turning into a machine to prosecute warlords. By contrast, state sponsors of criminal violence have so far

43. PHILIPP KASTNER, *INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN BELLO?: THE ICC BETWEEN LAW AND POLITICS IN DARFUR AND NORTHERN UGANDA* 78 (2012). The LRA is a guerrilla movement that has been active in Uganda since the 1980s and is widely suspected of having engaged in international crimes. Uganda’s surprising referral of its “own” situation to the ICC was widely understood as directed at the LRA and not itself. See, e.g., William A. Schabas, ‘Complementarity in Practice’: Some Uncomplimentary Thoughts, 19 CRIM. L. FORUM 5, 10 (2008).
remarkably eluded sanction, in ways that suggest a deeper alignment of the interests of sovereigns and the ICC.\textsuperscript{44}

Civil society has long had a vested interest in the potential stigmatizing function of international criminal justice as a sort of broadly understood extension of its own ability to shame by referencing international-community standards. However, civil society is also intensely divided about what the stigma should be directed at. In effect, international criminal justice is a locus of rivalry between different groups competing to attract the highest possible stigma on a certain crime. Competing for the ICC’s attention both within and without are groups that focus on each core crime for their separate reasons, each with a particular structured view of what can go wrong in the world and what the worst crimes ought to be. For pacifists, aggression is the cardinal sin; for humanitarians, war crimes; for those inclined towards the protection of human rights, crimes against humanity; for those who seek to defend particular groups, genocide; and for feminists, sexual violence. Each of these various constituencies hopes that the prosecutor will bring their choice of charges, and that the judges will validate those charges. When a group’s crime of choice is never prosecuted, it sends a not-so-discreet signal that the crime is not quite as grave as others. Conversely, when a group’s crime is the only one selected for prosecution, particularly in a context where many other crimes could have been prosecuted, the ICC is giving the crime considerable symbolic recognition. Hence the prosecution of Lubanga for child recruitment (and for child recruitment only)\textsuperscript{45} in and by itself considerably elevated the stigma of child recruitment, whereas the failure by Prosecutor Moreno-Ocampo to include sexual violence charges was seen as a major setback by others.\textsuperscript{46}

Finally, international criminal justice provides opportunities for victims to ascribe stigma. The presence of victims at the trial might be seen as in itself a factor of prior and ongoing stigmatization, in that the accused has to stand under the reproachful gaze of those who in all likelihood consider him or her to be the source of their harm. One is not only facing a hypothetical international community for a violation of its laws, but a very real community of suffering incarnated by victims. Of course, the presumption of innocence still legally protects the accused, but the presence of victims in the courtroom undeniably adds an element of confrontation and raises the moral stakes by reducing the degree of intermediation normally provided by a society’s organs of prosecution. The practice of victims at the ICC suggests that stigmatization is on their minds (indeed it is hard to imagine a scenario in which the victims would not seek to stigmatize the accused and his behavior). For example, when

\textsuperscript{44} See Payam Akhavan, Self-Referrals Before the International Criminal Court: Are States the Villains or the Victims of Atrocities?, 21 CRIM. L. FORUM 103 (2010).


\textsuperscript{46} See, e.g., Trial Chamber I issues first trial Judgment of the ICC—Analysis of sexual violence in the Judgement, WOMEN’S INITIATIVES GEND. JUST. (May 2012), http://www.iccwomen.org/news/docs/WI-LegalEye5-12-FULL/LegalEye5-12.html#2.
offered to present their concluding observations at the close of Prosecutor v. Lubanga, victims focused insistently on the trauma and harm that they and others had suffered. Although some indicated that they would not pronounce on the length of the sentence, they did nonetheless indicate that it should include recognition of the gravity of the crimes, notwithstanding the defense’s attempt to minimize it. The fact that stigma is at stake is also reflected in efforts by the defense of Lubanga to exclude representations from victims from the determination of the sentence.

B. Timing

Stigma is perhaps most decidedly a function of a conviction and a sentence. It is at this stage that the individual is branded as deviant, and the crime solemnly condemned. However, although the dominant legal understanding of stigma is that it should merely result from such a conviction, from a sociological point of view stigma does not wait that long and can arise long before or after, and relatively independently of, convictions. It does so, with increasing degrees of severity, as early as the investigation stage and during the actual trial. Even being a mere suspect before the ICC can lead to a degree of stigma, despite the presumption of innocence and the absence, contrary to the ad hoc tribunals, of an indictment procedure. The fact that preventive detention is frequently used ensures that individuals will be, socially at least, in a grey zone for as long as they are going through trial: Even being implicitly branded a flight risk includes some stigmatizing dimension. Appearing in the seat of the accused, the seat previously occupied by others who have been convicted, and having one’s picture taken and circulated the world over, framed by two square-jawed ICC security guards, already begins to shape the accused’s body as that of a convict en puissance, rather than as an innocent in the wrong place.

In this context, local and international public opinions may not fully realize that preventive detention in no way prejudices the outcome of the trial. Moreover, the huge publicity surrounding prosecutions all but guarantees that some of the accused will bear significant negative shortfalls as a result of the
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50. The indictment procedure before the ad hoc tribunals was seen in some local communities as evidence that the “international system is unfair, or inferior to the domestic one, because it exposes individuals to the stigma of indictment for horrendous crimes before they are given the chance to respond to incriminating evidence and avert stigmatization.” Mirjan Damaška, What Is the Point of International Criminal Justice?, 83 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 329, 348 n.31 (2008).
very fact of prosecutions. Commentators, pundits, journalists, politicians, and activists will typically not wait for the outcome of the trial to express opinions about the guilt of the accused. In the context of the ICC, the issuance of summonses against Kenyatta and Muthaura while Kenyan finance minister and cabinet secretary respectively is a good illustration of the tensions of being an accused while holding public office, both having had to resign their posts.

Of course, the stigma of prosecutions that do not result in conviction may wax and wane depending on the prosecutor’s conviction record. Also, as the broader public begins to acknowledge acquittal as a possible outcome of trials before the ICC, some of the stigmatizing charge may relent. Still, at least in the early stages of an international court’s activity, stigma is an inevitable by-product of any prosecution.

At all junctures, moreover, it is important to understand that there is a “long tail” of stigma, in that the courtroom is often only an echo chamber for various discussions—about guilt and responsibility, and also about peace, justice, and transition—that are occurring elsewhere. In other words, practices of stigmatization that may appear circumscribed in time by the trial in fact continue to manifest themselves far beyond the courtroom and long after the trial has ended, even as they may organize themselves around the particular stigmatizing outcomes that result from the trial.

C. Methods

One of the ways that stigma is typically attracted is by declarations made in the course of and at the culmination of trials. Indeed, the practices of international criminal justice are, fundamentally, logorrheic and hortatory, and involve the constant attempt to characterize situations and persons through the appropriate use of words. A careful study of the prosecution’s rhetoric shows how the trial is a constant theater of efforts to up the ante of moral indignation at the accused. It is as if the moral indignation behind the law needs to be constantly revived. As Durkheim notes, “A simple restitution of the troubled order would not suffice for us; we must have a more violent satisfaction. The force against which the crime comes is too intense to react with very much moderation.”

Pronouncing the words “genocide,” “crimes against humanity,” or “war crimes” in relation to a person’s name is of course already an exercise in inchoate stigmatization. However, prosecutorial practices typically go beyond bare legal allegations to include language that portrays the acts of the accused

51. It is worth noting that in the domestic context, not releasing the identity of those prosecuted has been suggested as a way of reducing stigma that would be fairer to the accused. See Nigel Walker, Punishment, Danger and Stigma: The Morality of Criminal Justice 162 (1980).
as particularly horrendous, and rely on the ability to simultaneously monopolize a high degree of pathos (against the background of impeccable technical reasoning). The prosecutor’s opening and concluding statements are typically an attempt to brand the accused’s crime or crimes as particularly heinous. For example, in his opening statement in \textit{Prosecutor v. Bemba}, the prosecutor emphasized that the acts of the accused were not “isolated” and that “the nature of the crimes . . . was unspeakable.”\textsuperscript{54} The prosecutor also stressed that the accused’s troops stole from the poor people of one of the poorest countries in the world. The massive rapes were not just sexually motivated, as gender crimes, they were crimes of domination [and] humiliation directed against women but also directed against men with authority. These crimes spread terror and devastated communities by means of the cheapest weapons and most available ammunition. Women were raped systematically to assert dominance and to shatter resistance. Men were raped in public to destroy their authority, their capacity to lead.\textsuperscript{55}

One of the ways that stigma is projected is through a systematic invocation of the continuing suffering of the victims. (After all, victims suffer not just at the moment of the crime, but to this day, and also in the future.) In other words, the evil of the accused’s act is not a spent force, but one whose effects will continue to be felt. Consider, for example, the following passage in the prosecutor’s opening statement in \textit{Lubanga}:

\begin{quote}
Hundreds of children still suffer the consequences of Lubanga’s crimes. They cannot forget what they suffered, what they saw, what they did. They were 9, 11, 13 years old. They cannot forget the beatings they suffered; they cannot forget the terror they felt and the terror they inflicted; they cannot forget the sounds of their machine guns; they cannot forget that they raped and that they were raped. Some of them are now using drugs to survive, some of them became prostitutes and some of them are orphaned and jobless.
\end{quote}

It is of course hard to imagine a more severe indictment of the consequences that an individual’s acts can have on others.

At any rate, acts do ultimately speak louder than words and stigma is perhaps above all a result of convictions. Sentencing and stigma have an intimate relationship, and as a rule of thumb the greater the sentence the greater the stigma. Although judges are typically careful not to say anything during the course of trial that might stigmatize an accused before conviction, sentencing itself is generally accompanied by further characterizations of the crime, beyond the issue of guilt or innocence. These further statements stigmatize certain types of behavior or even personal characteristics. In \textit{Lubanga}, the only sentence before the ICC so far, the judges, although adopting neither the prosecutor’s level of rhetoric nor all of his suggestions, at


\textsuperscript{55} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{56} \textit{Lubanga}, Case No. ICC-01/04-01/06, Opening Statement, 2 (Jan. 26, 2009), http://www.icc-cpi.int/NR/rdonlyres/89E8515B-DD8F-4251-AB08-6B60CB76017F/279630/1CCOTPSSTLMO20090126ENG2.pdf.
least gave indications as to what factors they would consider in assessing the appropriate sentence. These included the gravity of the crimes (the chamber determined, on the basis of expert testimony about its consequences for those involved, that child recruitment was very grave), the large-scale and widespread nature of the crimes committed, and the degree of participation and intent of the convicted person. Potential aggravating circumstances included the punishment of child soldiers, sexual violence, commission against victims who were particularly defenseless, and the existence of a discriminatory motive. The net effect of all of these factors was to further delineate the conditions under which stigmatization of an individual and his crimes will ensue. Earlier verdicts before the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) had gone further in rhetorically consigning some of the accused to infamy.

III
TARGETING STIGMA

The nature of the stigma produced by international criminal proceedings is a fundamentally profound one, which threatens to put its targets (the criminal defendants) on the outer borders of humanity. It is the stigma, no less, of being an enemy of mankind, humanity’s constitutive “other.” For example, in the Lubanga case, the prosecutor alleged that the accused “committed some of the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole: crimes against children.” Practices of stigmatization therefore also include, crucially, a number of implicit understandings about whom or what should be stigmatized. Stigmatization practices, when analyzed, reveal certain preconceptions about the worthy objects of stigma. These practices help construct a particular international society. The emphasis in most influential theories of criminal justice is on stigmatizing the accused. In part III.A, I discuss the accused as a target of stigma. However, a sociological approach to criminal justice would also emphasize the importance of stigmatizing particular crimes, as discussed in part III.B. Of course, whether the accused or a crime is the intended target of stigma, there is a risk that stigma will not easily be contained and that it will be spread beyond its intended target to various other entities, something that ICC practices may both seek to reduce and to render possible. Therefore, in part III.C, I address the risk that stigma will spread.
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A. The Accused

The selection of individuals to stand trial is the perhaps the set of ICC practices that is most prone to controversy and that remains most shrouded in mystery. The relatively diversified choices of prosecutors so far reflect a set of strategic preferences to stigmatize a sort of “representative sample” of potential international criminals, which includes military commanders, warlords and soldiers, as well as heads of state, and politicians. But, even as prosecutorial and adjudicatory practices stigmatize an ostensibly representative group of individual defendants, those same practices avoid stigmatizing the very structures for which the defendants act as agents. This helps sustain some of international criminal justice’s founding myths.

For example, international criminal justice is based on the notion of individual guilt, and therefore on the need to particularly stigmatize individual behavior and decisions. It is through the stigmatization of individuals that one will avoid the stigmatization of entire communities and the notorious “Versailles stigma” that, through the so-called “war guilt clause,” branded all Germans as guilty of provoking World War I and, it is often argued, helped cause World War II. This concern is evident in writings about the ICC. Yet there is no reason to believe that individuals should be the preferred targets of stigma in all cases. If the acts of the individual can be attributed to some larger context, structure, or group, then the individual should be relatively less stigmatized; if, on the contrary, the acts can be seen as the individual’s alone, then he or she will incur relatively deeper stigmatization. There may be some cases where individuals are more the products of events and other cases where they are more the producers of those events.

Although the practices of the ICC evidence the need to consign responsibility to the individual, they also demonstrate the difficulty of entirely abstracting responsibility from context. The relatively minor sentence of fourteen years imposed by the ICC on Thomas Lubanga, for example, might be explained by the fact that the latter was hardly the only person responsible for child-soldier recruitment during the Ituri conflict. As a result, even though he could certainly be legally blamed for the specific offense, he could hardly be stigmatized as being responsible for the entire phenomenon. And—although the particular practice of crafting indictments is generally an exercise in assigning blame to individuals, as opposed to groups or structures—overarching court practices that are too isolating might be seen as trivializing contextual
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responsibility. Thus the court’s practices, particularly its judgments, inevitably show an attention to the history and events leading to the commission of crimes, while still seeking to establish the accused’s “essential contribution.”

If nothing else, the individual responsibility of most accuseds before the ICC will be interwoven with issues of characterization: for example, whether an armed conflict is international or noninternational.

Practices of stigmatization also reveal certain implicit and strategic assumptions about what types of behavior are most worth stigmatizing. Stigma can be increased by a high position despite relatively benign politics (as with Doenitz in the Nuremberg Trials comes), or by malevolent politics despite a relatively benign position (as with Streicher in the Nuremberg Trials). Stigma can be a function of personal participation in crimes, especially when it reveals a particular sadistic streak (Tadić before the ICTY comes to mind). But stigma is most likely to result from a position of high office. Those in positions of power have abused their positions in a way that resonates particularly badly with the human-rights ethos that undergirds much of international criminal justice. As the prosecutor put it emphatically in Bemba,

The Prosecution will submit that as their superior, Jean-Pierre Bemba is even more responsible than the direct perpetrators, his subordinates. A commander that lets his troops carry out such criminal tactics is a hundred times more dangerous than any single rapist. Jean-Pierre Bemba knowingly let the 1,500 armed men he commanded and controlled commit hundreds of rapes, hundreds of pillages.

The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (Rome Statute) suggests that those in positions of power ought to be criminally liable even in situations where they are guilty mostly of negligence, as in the case of command responsibility. Few things have irked liberal-minded criminal lawyers more

66. See id. ¶¶ 565–66.
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than this move to strict liability in relation to major international crimes: it betrays an international society that is willing to blur the line between human negligence and human evil. At any rate, strict liability puts a high onus on the commander or the governor in a way that presumes to create a certain social reality—one in which those concerned would be alert to the consequences of their acts—rather than to simply flow from that reality.

There is a sense in which being selected for prosecution is in itself a mark of infamy because of the number of other people that could have been prosecuted. This excess of stigmatization is apparent in the Kenyan context, where the exact extent of individual stigmatization will partly depend on whether others are being prosecuted domestically for similar offenses or not. The possibility that those convicted by the ICC are scapegoats of sorts cannot be ignored. The stigma inflicted on those convicted by the court goes beyond their crime, and has to do with the fact that it is they who were selected to be prosecuted, suggesting to the world that there is something particularly emblematic, perhaps even particularly reprehensible, about their crimes. The Lubanga case is revealing in this respect. Although Lubanga’s name will almost certainly go down in history as the first person convicted internationally for recruiting children, he is hardly the only one in the Democratic Republic of the Congo or beyond to have been involved in the practice. In a sense, he is therefore called upon to symbolically absorb the stigma of child recruitment for all who engage in it. The burden may come to be shared before international and domestic courts, but there is no doubt that Lubanga is exposed. A number of reactions from the accused or convicted are only understandable in this light, not necessarily as protestations of innocence but as strident questions to the effect of, Why me (of all people who might plausibly be accused)?

B. Particular Crimes

The true goal of stigmatizing practices in a Durkheimian framework should be to stigmatize the crimes themselves as forms of reprehensible deviancy, rather than the individuals as such. In that respect, the individual condemnation discussed in part III.A has an almost instrumental function rather than being an end in itself. Focusing now on the stigmatization of underlying crimes, one might argue that the ICC is a contested field, in which the relative importance of offenses in relation to each other is disputed or negotiated. Although references to “core crimes” and the stabilizing effects of the law suggest a high degree of consensus about these offenses, their relative gravity or even the


reasons for their gravity are intensely disputed issues,74 behind which lie struggles about the meaning of the field of international criminal law and the ability and authority to define it. In effect, the ICC’s practices suggest particular agendas at work to prioritize, by necessity, the stigmatization of certain offenses over others. In Lubanga, the prioritization of the child-recruitment crime over all other offenses (including, notably, sexual violence) could be seen as a way of using the scarce resources of the court to “upgrade” that international crime, which had arguably been neglected historically.75

An overview of the stigmatizing thrust of the ICC in its first ten years suggests that an international society is both struggling to emerge through the practices of ICC actors and being retro-projected by the court’s stigmatizing practices. Reviewing the court’s stigmatizing practices also suggests the precise nature of this burgeoning international society.

First, the nature of the international society is suggested by the very subject-matter jurisdiction of the ICC, which reserves stigma for a small subset of offenses. In particular, the ICC is notable for a particularly forceful condemnation of “atrocity crimes” in the form of genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes.76 As a result, the society that emerges is one that singles out public crimes of explicit armed violence at the expense of other forms of violence that are not so stigmatized.77

Second, the nature of international society is also suggested by the normative ordering of international crimes, the designation of what the society most abhors. This ordering indicates that international society is truly a society insofar as it is capable of sophisticated differentiations between levels of evil or blameworthiness.78 A society that would put an isolated war crime on par with conspiracy to commit genocide on a vast scale, for example, would not be much of a society. Hierarchy in stigma, therefore, also reflects international criminal justice’s expressivist ambition.

The ordering of crimes over time tells us something crucial about what is most stigmatized in a given configuration of the international order. At the Nuremberg Trials, interstate crimes against peace were described by the court as “the supreme international crime[s].”79 Sixty years later, one might argue that the crime of aggression (a corollary of crimes against peace insofar as it is also

an interstate crime) now suffers from a much more hesitant opprobrium. Although the Assembly of States Parties eventually and after much controversy managed to find a particular regime for the crime of aggression, so many controversies and caveats surround its implementation as to suggest the offence’s descent into decadence. The international society of 1998 or 2011 is evidently not that of 1945, when interstate crimes against peace seemed to condition all else. Without going into the details, this reflects the relative downgrading of the interstate component of the international legal system, not to mention the significant softening of the prohibition on the use of force that is apparent in a context of repeated exceptions, extensive interpretations, and superpower hegemony.\(^{80}\)

By contrast, the ICC’s inception marks the culmination of the rise of genocide as the “crime of crimes.”\(^{82}\) This evolution began with the creation of the ad hoc international criminal tribunals, a process that demoted aggression for the benefit of a more cosmopolitan vision of the worst international crimes. Genocide has become the most visibly stigmatized crime in international criminal justice. As Paul Behrens has argued,

> [The crime in its codified form carries a stigma that goes far beyond that attached to ordinary offenses and possibly beyond that which other international crimes carry. It is ‘condemned by the civilized world’. It ‘shocks the conscience of mankind’, and its punishment and prevention endorse ‘the most elementary principles of morality.’]

More generally, the emphasis on crimes against humanity as the worst crimes suggests an international society that is much more willing to see crimes that occur domestically in times of “peace” as extremely grave. In other words, international crimes are increasingly influenced by a cosmopolitan vision of international society, one in which mass rights violations are considered to be the worst offenses.\(^{84}\)

By contrast, war crimes—despite all their ostensible inherent gravity—are perhaps the least stigmatized. There may be several reasons for this, one of them being that “armed conflict is regulated but not proscribed by international law, whereas mass atrocities are outlawed as crimes.”\(^{85}\) Mass atrocities represent particularly “stigmatized behavior that has been condemned by the international community,” whereas war crimes do not.\(^{86}\) In other words, war crimes are a form of excess within a framework of otherwise legal violence. This

---
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sets war crimes apart from genocide and crimes against humanity, which are ipso facto illegal. There may also be more sympathy overall for war crimes committed in difficult circumstances, in the “fog of war.” This sympathy disappears entirely when, for example, a sovereign systematically targets an innocent population.

Various strategies of stigmatization are organized around the hierarchical sliding scale of stigma (however rough and imperfect that scale is). Thus, groups vying for recognition of their cause will, for example, first seek to have the harms committed against them recognized as genocide, or, if not that, as crimes against humanity, or at the very least as war crimes. This was evident in Darfur where so much seemed to hinge on whether genocide had been committed.  

The struggle for stigma status is also evident in various strategies to fit sexual violence within the upper tiers of international criminal law. The ability to peg sexual violence to the most stigmatizing offense is often understood as a measure of success, whether the offense is a broad one (war crimes or, notably, genocide) or a narrow one (the various constitutive offenses of war crimes that could encompass rape, for example).

C. Other Entities?

Beyond individuals and actual crimes, the stigmatizing logic of the ICC also affects other entities in a variety of ways. It typically does so indirectly and unwittingly. The ICC hesitates to stigmatize other entities directly out of fear that individuals will seek to escape the stigma of their own condemnation by ascribing responsibility to some overarching entity or structure. Nonetheless, stigma (as opposed to conviction per se) is in practice difficult to contain, and much broader messages are being channeled via the ICC’s practices than those that relate strictly to individuals taken out of their social context.

Perhaps the most evident indirect target of stigma is none other than the states themselves. Because that stigma is of course indirect, one will search in vain for specific admonishments of states. However, a head of a state and the state itself are frequently so proximate that stigma channeled at the former will

---


Inevitably have repercussions for the latter. In the ICC context, the indictment of Omar Al Bashir and several high-ranking Sudanese officials clearly conveys a not-so-subtle message about the Sudanese state’s role in the Darfur conflict. Moreover, heads of state will often seek to portray accusations leveled against them personally as attacks on their nations themselves. Indeed, beyond the state, entire collectivities (for example, “the people” or “the nation”) may be stigmatized. In the ICTY context, for example, Croats frequently complained of the “stigma Hrvatska” (Croatian stigma). The accusation that Croats had committed war crimes in obtaining independence, such that the national project was compromised from day one as a result of ethnic cleansing, went to the heart of that young nation’s self-understanding.

Another clear way that states are stigmatized is by being portrayed as “unwilling or unable” to carry out an investigation or prosecution, such that the underlying case is admissible before the ICC (pursuant to article 17 of the Rome Statute). States designated as unwilling or unable are highlighted not only as cradles of potential international criminals but also, more pointedly perhaps, as malfunctioning, failed cogs that disrupt the mechanics of international criminal justice. Although only an issue of case admissibility is technically at stake, it is not hard to see how an admissibility finding comes dangerously close to a finding that the relevant state is responsible for violating an obligation to try or extradite suspected criminals (unless the admissibility arises on other grounds, such as state referral or failure to contest). It may even suggest that the state is effectively endorsing the crimes in question. Many individuals came to this conclusion in the Kenyan context. As the Kenyan Vice President Kalonzo Musyoka put it, “An indictment by the ICC carries with it a certain stigma, a lot of stigma, and gives the impression that a country is in the category of a failed state. Kenya is not in that category.” Hence ICC indictments and condemnations do tend to have multiple ricochet effects on states, stigmatizing them indirectly as substantively or procedurally delinquent.

Beyond the state, though, the ICC may have a more complex role in ascribing stigma to certain communities, ethnic or political. This is because in practice, and especially in many contemporary internecine conflicts, individuals will be seen less in their individual capacity than as members of their communities. This was evident in the former Yugoslavia, for example, where

---
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public opinion was less concerned about the responsibility and fate of individuals than about the ratio of indictees within each community. Although these communities are supposed to escape stigma through the device of individualized responsibility, they can end up being stigmatized, or feeling as if they are. In the ICC context, the relative stigmatization of entire communities has emerged not only from the inherent selectivity of prosecutions—which almost always makes it seem as if certain communities are more to blame than others—but also from the court’s practices in terms of assessing who is a “rightful” victim. In the Lubanga case, one of the questions was whether the Hema community or its individual members should benefit from reparations, that is, whether they could be conceived as “victims” of Lubanga. The legal representative of the victims did not hesitate to emphasize that, although the Hema community did suffer from having some of its youth recruited as child soldiers, a significant proportion of the community also supported those responsible for their recruitment.

IV
RECEIVING STIGMA

To be prosecuted by the ICC is in a sense a double stigma: The substantive charge imposes stigma, but so does the fact that one is being tried by the ICC, a body that presents itself as an emanation of mankind. ICC prosecutions carry particular stigma given their highly selective character and the attendant belief, apparent from public opinion, that the prosecutor “must be pretty sure” of her case to have selected a particular defendant. To be selected by the ICC prosecutor in the tribunal’s early years is also a guarantee that one will go down in history, alongside the Tadićs, Akayesus, and Lubangas of this world, as one of the first people to be tried before the ICC. This stigma’s significance is perhaps underlined by the rarity of any dialogue about rehabilitation as a potential prospect for those convicted. It is as if the accumulated weight of the stigma compromises the ability of any individual to ever atone for it within a lifetime.

The effects of ICC-imposed stigma are difficult to project because the ICC does not dictate those effects. For stigma to become part of the reinforcement

98. See Ralph Henham, *The Philosophical Foundations of International Sentencing*, 1 J. INT’L CRIM. JUST. 64, 69 (2003) (emphasizing that although rehabilitation is mentioned as one of the goals of international sentencing, the latter is hardly theorized in the ICTY’s and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda’s jurisprudence).
99. This is not to say that some degree of rehabilitation is not possible and that some individuals have not over time recovered from the stigma of international prosecutions or convictions.
of social bonds—to play a role in the constitution of society—it must to a
degree be accepted by the society it addresses. In other words, criminal justice
alone cannot produce stigma without some social relay. Criminal justice only
gives the signal for a reaction that must ultimately be collective. There is
certainly evidence that prosecutions and, a fortiori, convictions will lead to
some degree of social shunning. It has been argued, for example, that
“[s]igmatizing delinquent leaders through indictment, as well as apprehension
and prosecution, undermines their influence.”\(^\text{100}\) There is also hope that
stigmatization will facilitate transitional justice processes.\(^\text{101}\) It is probably too
erly to determine whether Lubanga or child-soldier recruitment (in the best of
cases) have become more stigmatized as a result of ICC practices, although that
is not implausible.

However, there is also reason to be skeptical of too linear a vision of the
operation of stigma, because the effects of criminal justice are distorted and
twisted by the operation of the international realm and the complexity of their
reception. In particular, a truly agentic approach to practices of international
criminal justice must emphasize the degree to which the overall level of stigma
in any given case is also affected by the way in which its targets react to it,
whether by acknowledging and accepting it or by rejecting it individually or
collectively. International criminal justice, needless to say, is also written by the
accused and convicted and their defense counsel, as well as the societies that are
supposed to be the ultimate beneficiaries of its realizations.

A. Acknowledgment

The operation of stigma presupposes a somewhat unitary social sphere, one
in which a particular “conscience collective” manifests itself to stigmatize
certain crimes.\(^\text{102}\) In the domestic context, the accused or convicted are surely a
part of this “conscience collective.” Although the domestically accused may
vigorously deny the facts, claim their innocence, or insist that a punishment is
too harsh, their challenge to the operation of the criminal-justice system is not
one that denies it the power to assign stigma altogether, or that fundamentally
disagrees that the crimes they are accused of ought to be stigmatized. In fact,
the domestic accuseds’ denials of guilt reinforce the sense that these accused do
not wish to be the targets of a legitimate effort to assign stigma. The exception
here is quite rare, manifested in the figure of the “rebel outlaw” who challenges
the ability and rightfulness of society to stigmatize his behavior.\(^\text{103}\)


\(^{102}\) *Durkheim, The Division of Labor in Society*, supra note 2, at 84.

By contrast, those stigmatized by international criminal justice have at times manifested an attempt to overthrow the dominant legal order. The Third Reich comes to mind as a project that thought of itself not (only) as one of norm transgression, but of fundamentally reconstituting the norms of the international order in its own image.\textsuperscript{104} There are many examples of international criminals mounting vigorous challenges to the ability of international criminal tribunals to stigmatize them, from Hermann Göring to Slobodan Milosevic.\textsuperscript{105} In conditions of extreme social, psychological, and moral polarity, where, as the saying goes, one man’s terrorist is another’s freedom fighter (and one man’s dictator is another’s liberator), the very project of international criminal justice may be put in question.

This contrast between the international and the domestic, however, must be tempered. Even among the Nuremberg defendants, many were arguably more interested in defending their individual innocence than in mounting a radical ideological challenge to the liberal and humanitarian values that dominate the tribunal. Indeed, it has been pointed out that dispensation of stigma, if it is done in conditions that appear fair over time, may “suck in” the defendants into a grudging form of cooperation with, ultimately, their own stigmatization.\textsuperscript{106} Many of the accused that the ICC has dealt with so far probably do not seek to overthrow the international legal order. Theirs are crimes of hate, cynicism, or avidity (folly even), but they are not necessarily anchored in an articulated alternative vision of society, one based on a radical exaltation of violence, for example. In that respect, Lubanga provided the ICC with an ideal first conviction: someone who strenuously denied that he had been knowingly involved in the recruitment of child soldiers\textsuperscript{107} and thus seemed to be conceding the very rationale of international criminal justice’s stigmatizing effort, namely the social evil of that offense. The corresponding bodily practices suggest docility, deference, acceptance of the authority of the judges, an emphasis on factual denegation or relatively arcane legal points as a defense, and “playing by the rules.”

Indeed, all of the accused appearing before the ICC seem to have implicitly acknowledged that there are such things as the international crimes of which they are accused. They merely insist that they are not guilty of the crimes. They appear before the court as innocents, rather than as challengers; or—even as
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they challenge the court itself—they rarely challenge the crimes as such. Today’s ethnic cleanser is more likely to ascribe blame to others, to recharacterize crimes against humanity as armed conflict or counterinsurgency, or to simply deny that he was there than he is to challenge the existence of a global corpus of offenses or even the court itself. There is evidence of a surprising degree of cooperation with the ICC, as when the six individuals accused by the ICC prosecutor in Kenya decided to respond to the court’s summons.\textsuperscript{108} In that respect, ICC practices, including the conduct of defendants themselves before the court, do seem to reflect the gradual normalization of international criminal-law discourse as a set of stigmatized motifs, which delineate a paradoxical community of values between accused and accuser.

There are also well-documented examples of a more open recognition by defendants of the validity of the stigma directed at them. At Nuremberg\textsuperscript{109} and before the ICTY,\textsuperscript{110} this recognition lead to forms of soul-searching and even repentance. Even though the ICC has not yet had a great repentant, there is no doubt that contrition would be a powerfully validating force, for court as much as victim.

B. Defiance

Historically, however, the accused will not always be crushed by stigma and there has been a distinct pattern of reacting with overwhelming defiance and attempting to inflict counterstigma on the accuser (the international community). Even though, as has been seen, those accused may not challenge the very idea of international criminal justice, this does not mean that they take the stigma directed at them easily, or that they do not challenge international criminal tribunals’ authority to be the distributors of that stigma. Attacks against international criminal justice by the accused have often been strong and sustained, all the more so because they are often collective. For example, Hermann Göring\textsuperscript{111} and Slobodan Milosevic\textsuperscript{112} lambasted the Nuremberg Tribunal and the ICTY respectively as unjust courts that had little understanding for history or authority to condemn them.

More recently, the critique that the ICC has exclusively focused on Africans, implicitly or explicitly stigmatizing the court as racist, has of course proved to be a powerful plank in counterstigmatizing strategies: What credit, indeed, should


be attached to the stigmatizing messages of an international institution that is itself the subject of reproach? In cases where the stigma of international prosecutions cannot entirely be countered on the world stage, defendants and convicts may engage in strategies of martyrdom, accepting their fate before international criminal justice but only as a way of enhancing their status with local audiences.

Narratives of stigmatization before the ICC must therefore take into account the agency of those accused or convicted and their ability to put up a resistance against the international criminal-justice system’s attempts to ostracize them. The ability of the accused or convicted to counteract stigma will depend on the availability of a strong alternative narrative to the one proposed by the ICC and, perhaps most of all, on the strength of communal and political ties. In that respect, it is fair to say that someone like Omar Al-Bashir has done reasonably well in neutralizing some of the stigma attached to his prosecution by enlisting support both at home and abroad. For example, Al-Bashir has sought to counterstigmatize the ICC as a neocolonial institution, thus using the fact of his prosecution to his advantage. Although his success in doing so may be limited on the global plane, it has not been insignificant in Africa and is undoubtedly part of the African Union’s turnaround vis-à-vis the court.

C. Uncooperative Societies?

One of the assumptions of Durkheimian stigmatization theory seems to be that the source and recipient of stigma are essentially the same society, so that the stigmatizing message will be received more or less unmodified by the society at which it is targeted. The problem in the international context is of course that “international society” is a “society of societies,” one whose messages must in practice cross borders to be heard locally and that does not perfectly coincide with the recipient societies. In fact, the very challenge of international criminal justice is that it is not always clear which society its operation is supposed to invigorate (whether international or domestic society). In this context, the difficulty for the ICC is not only that not all the accused and convicted accept their share of the stigma but, perhaps more interestingly from a sociological
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perspective, that not all societies will accept that they should be relays of that stigma.

Even though some ICC cases result in broad local social support for the stigmatization of certain behavior, stigmatization efforts nonetheless still require careful calibration. The ICC’s stigmatization efforts can backfire if they are heavy-handed in relation to the actual behavior or to domestic perceptions. For example, Damaška has expressed fear that stigma will be ineffective if applied “not only [to] truly reprehensible individuals but also [to] those who are only marginally culpable,” where “to treat the latter as perpetrators of the most heinous crimes imaginable strikes ordinary people as too harsh or morally obtuse.” He cautions against the “dilution of the disgrace of convictions for grossly inhuman acts.” It is unclear at this stage whether ICC prosecutorial practices run this risk, but it bears mentioning that public opinion in Ituri seems to suggest anxiety over the opposite possibility, namely that Lubanga was prosecuted for lesser charges (child soldier recruitment) than he could and arguably should have been (killing of civilians, systematic sexual violence, and so forth).

Even so, in cases where the legitimacy and authority of international criminal tribunals are shaky, attempts to point the finger at those accused may backfire by endowing them with a heroic sort of status. This occurred in the former Yugoslavia, where new governments either stood by the accused, or gave them a hero’s farewell, as well as a hero’s welcome when they came back from the ICTY. This tendency has also been evident in the ICC context where the attempt to stigmatize leaders like Al Bashir, Kenyatta, or Gbagbo has been resisted either in part or in whole by local societies, and where the status of the accused may even have been enhanced. In these scenarios, the ICC can become counterstigmatized, in a sense, as alien or arbitrary.

Thus, international criminal justice is probably most useful in contexts where local societies are likely to relay the international stigma. Historical breakdowns in the “stigma chain” (for example, between the Tokyo Tribunal and post–World War II Japan) have not necessarily nullified the impact of
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international verdicts but have dampened that impact.124 Conversely, continuity in the stigma chain has magnified the stigma attached to those convicted, as in Rwanda, for example, where the state and the international community’s stigmatizing goals have been broadly aligned.125 The ICC is always at risk of over- or understigmatizing behavior from a domestic point of view: There will be those who argue, for example, that Lubanga’s conviction for recruiting child soldiers overburdened the man and made too much of a lone offense. Lubanga is thus a bit more likely to be seen as an expiatory victim of international criminal justice, and the stigma resulting from his conviction as attaching to the operation of an artificial international society (rather than Congolese or Iturian societies). On the other hand, there will also be those who will argue that certain crimes or certain individuals are curiously escaping stigma.

V

CONCLUSION

Practices of stigmatization at the ICC are rich and complex. Stigma is attached, intentionally or not, to the accused and, a fortiori, to the convicted. Practices of stigmatization reveal the significance of stigma and the ongoing competition to assign it. Stigma may have some broad consequences, whether intended or unintended. It certainly seems to be the case that stigma is difficult to contain: Stigma is always at risk of extending beyond its more immediate targets. The fact remains that getting the right balance of stigma is a condition of the authority and legitimacy of international criminal justice, and thus ultimately of its efficacy and sustainability. Practices of stigmatization reveal the never-ending struggle to neither over- nor understigmatize, in ways that sustain the credibility and success of the international criminal-justice enterprise both domestically and internationally.

Beyond this, it seems that the emphasis on stigma as a principal function of international criminal justice can help us reformulate questions about the nature of the ICC’s practices in at least three ways.

First, the emphasis on stigma allows us to think about the goals and impact of international criminal justice as they emerge through repeated practices of key actors. Because for Durkheim the target of the criminal law is not the criminals but society’s law-abiding elements, the sociology of stigma helps us move beyond somewhat tired debates about whether international criminal
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justice has a protective or deterrent power. Instead, it forces us to think more about how criminal justice consolidates expectations of the “normal.” If the goal is less to deter criminals as such than to reinforce the international community’s sense of self, then does the ICC achieve this goal, and if so how would we know it? A stigma-based approach would recommend that we look for the impact of international criminal justice far beyond the immediate operation of the ICC, in the reinforcement of some sort of global “conscience collective.” It is an understatement to say that measuring such a conscience is an arduous and problematic task. Certainly, though, it can be conceded that, through the rise of international criminal justice, a social element is struggling to express itself. Even a relatively ineffective international criminal-justice system (ineffective in terms of the number of people it can arrest, prosecute, and convict) might be a socially significant tool if its stigmatizing signals end up shaping international society. Although the doctrine of international criminal justice is often seen as based on developments over the last decades in international human rights and international humanitarian law, there is no doubt that the stigmatizing thrust of international criminal justice in turn helps reinforce the sense that the relevant norms have now become entrenched.

Second, focusing on stigma as the ICC’s most central function can also help us problematize the court’s efficacy relative to other transitional mechanisms of international criminal justice. If stigma is indeed important and the court is less about sanction than about shaming, then this makes its claim to specificity less strong. Alternative modes of transition—be they truth commissions or traditional justice—are arguably just as if not more effective at shaming. For example, these mechanisms allocate stigma in ways that are more community-based and diffuse. As Linda Keller put it, alternative justice mechanisms have “the ability to reach more than the select few, but preserve the stigma of punishment by incorporating local beliefs and customs as accountability measures for a larger number of offenders.” The inability of the ICC to speak quite the language of stigma spoken within given societies is an argument in favor of translating international stigma (something to which outreach efforts by the tribunals are dedicated). Comparing stigmatizing practices in international criminal justice and in various institutions of transitional justice may yield interesting insights as to the role that stigma serves in each context, and how it is more or less well served by its practitioners.

Third and finally, the focus on stigma can help us to think more creatively about the relationship of international criminal justice to power. International criminal justice has the power not only to convict a few distinct individuals but
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to stigmatize entire types of deviancy and, in the process, to help constitute a “normal” international society. The ability to control decisions about what ends up being stigmatized is thus absolutely central to the constitution of the international system, and points to the potentially ideological and partial nature of certain practices before international tribunals. The question is not only whether an international society exists, but which international society exists, and how it is constituted by the stigmatizing practices of a court. Here, the ICC prosecutor and judges appear to wield considerable power as the ultimate arbiters of an international order of stigma.